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Guidance on Local Review under Section 43A of the Town and Country
Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended) to be considered by the Planning
Committee sitting as Local Review Body: Local Review Ref: 2015/445/PPF –
LR24 - To construct dwelling house and access: East Of Floodens, Laxo,
Vidlin, Shetland, ZE2 9QD

1   Introduction

1.1 The Planning Scheme of Delegations that has been approved by the
Council, as well as that which has been approved by the Scottish Ministers,
identifies the appropriate level of decision making to ensure compliance
with the 1997 Planning Act.

1.2 The Scheme of Delegations, following the hierarchy of development
introduced by the Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006 which is at the heart of
the modernised planning system, provides that where a decision on an
application for planning permission for a local development (as defined in
the Hierarchy of Development) is to be taken it may, subject to certain
exceptions, be so by officers as have been appointed by the planning
authority.

1.3 A decision on an application for planning permission for a local
development that is taken by an officer (the appointed person) under the
Scheme of Delegations has the same status as other decisions taken by
the planning authority other than arrangements for reviewing the decision.
Sections 43A(8) to (16) of the 1997 Act remove the right of appeal to the
Scottish Ministers, and put in place arrangements for the planning authority
reviewing these decisions instead.

1.4 The Full Council resolved on 12 May 2011 (Minute Ref: 57/11) that the
remit of the Planning Committee be extended to include the functions of the
Local Review Body, who would review the decision taken.

2 Process

2.1 The procedures for requiring a review and the process that should then be
followed are set out in regulations, and these have been followed in the
administrative arrangements that have been carried out for support of this
review in accordance with its being the intention that decision making by the
Local Review Body will follow a public hearing. This however should be
confirmed by the Review Body in each case before proceeding.

2.2 The Review Body is, where a decision has been taken that the review is to
follow the public hearing procedure, required to follow Hearing Session
Rules under Schedule 1 of The Town and Country Planning (Schemes of
Delegation and Local Review Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2013. In
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doing so they are to confirm the matters to be considered and the order in
which persons entitled to appear are to be heard.

2.3 It has been the intention that such hearing sessions will be held in a similar
manner to the current Planning Committee, with the Planning Service Case
Officer presenting on the matters to be considered, followed by those
persons entitled to appear other than the applicant, followed by the
applicant, with its being the case that Members of the Review Body can ask
questions throughout the process. The hearing session can similarly
proceed in the absence of any person entitled to appear at it. The Review
Body should confirm this order and confirm the time each person entitled to
appear is to be afforded beforehand. During the administrative
arrangements that have been carried the persons entitled to appear have
been informed that they will each be given a maximum of 5 minutes.

2.4 The Hearing Session Rules prescribe that the hearing shall take the form of
a discussion led by the local review body and cross-examination shall not
be permitted unless the local review body consider that this is required to
ensure a thorough examination of the issues. Persons entitled to appear
are entitled to call evidence unless the local review body consider it to be
irrelevant or repetitious. The local review body may also refuse to permit the
cross-examination of persons giving evidence, or the presentation of any
matter where they similarly consider them to be irrelevant or repetitious.

2.5 The matters that are attached for the purposes of consideration by the
Review Body in this case comprise: the decision in respect of the
application to which the review relates, the Report on Handling and any
documents referred to in that Report (including: the planning application
form, and any supporting statement and additional information submitted,
and consultation responses received prior to the decision notice by the
appointed person being issued); the notice of review given in accordance
with Regulation 9; all documents accompanying the notice of review in
accordance with Regulation 9(4); and any ‘hearing statement’ served in
relation to the review.

 2.6   In order to be able to give notice of their decision in accordance with the
regulations, the local review body must be clear on the details of the
development plan and any other material considerations to which it had
regard in determining the application, and, where relevant: include a
description of any variation made to the application in accordance with
section 32A(a) of the 1997 Act; specify any conditions to which the decision
is to be subject; include a statement as to the duration of any permission
granted or make a direction as to an alternative (and in the case of a
planning permission in principle any substitute time periods to apply to
approvals of matters specified in conditions); and if any obligation is to be
entered into under section 75 of the 1997 Act in connection with the
application state where the terms of such obligation or a summary of such
terms may be inspected.
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Shetland Islands Council

1.0 Summary

1.1 This report concerns the Planning Authority’s exercise of the power
provided by section 65 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland)
Act 1997 (as amended) (1997 Planning Act) to make an order to
revoke or modify planning permission.

1.2 On 20 January 2016 2 no. modification orders were made under the
Planning Scheme of Delegations, advertised and served on interested
parties.  As an objection was received, the orders could not be ratified
without a decision of the Committee.  The objector submitted that the
permissions in question should not be modified but revoked.  The
objection also revealed an inconsistency in one of the relative drawings
which required to be rectified.  Therefore two new modification orders
have been drafted and are appended to this report.  The new orders
correct the discrepancy in the drawing, but as the objector insists on full
revocation, the decision whether to approve the new orders requires to
be made by the Committee.

2.0 Decision Required

2.1  The Planning Committee is asked to decide whether to make the new
modification orders and authorise officers to submit the orders to the
Scottish Ministers for confirmation in accordance with the procedures
that are set down in the 1997 Planning Act.

Planning Committee  1 November 2016

1) Shetland Islands Council 45 St. Olaf Street, Lerwick (2nd Modification of
Planning Permission 2011/114/PCD) Order 2016; and

2) Shetland Islands Council 45 St. Olaf Street, Lerwick (2nd Modification of
Planning Permission 2013/070/PPF) Order 2016
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3.0 Determination

 3.1  Section 25 of the 1997 Planning Act states that:

Where, in making any determination under the planning acts,
regard is to be had to the development plan, the determination
is, unless material considerations indicate otherwise, to be made
in accordance with that plan.

Section 65 of the 1997 Planning Act states that:

If it appears to the planning authority that it is expedient to
revoke or modify any permission to develop land granted on an
application made under this Part, the authority may by order
revoke or modify the permission to such extent as they consider
expedient.

The same section goes onto state that in exercising their
functions with regards to the revocation or modification of a
permission that:

...the authority shall have regard to the development plan and to
any other material considerations.

The section also confirms that the power to revoke or modify
may be exercised where the permission relates to the carrying
out of building or other operations, at any time before those
operations have been completed.

There are statutory development plan policies against which the
decisions whether to send the modification orders to the Scottish
Ministers for confirmation, or to make new modification orders,
have to be made. Those policies are listed below. Unless
material considerations indicate otherwise, the determining issue
to be considered is whether the modification orders are
appropriate in order to ensure that overlooking does not occur
and to protect the privacy and amenity of the adjacent property,
43 St. Olaf Street, Lerwick.

Section 66 of the 1997 Planning Act states that except where an
order for revocation or modification of planning permission is
unopposed, it shall not take effect unless it is confirmed by the
Scottish Ministers; that where a Planning Authority submits such
an order for confirmation, they shall serve notice on the owner,
lessee and occupier of the land affected and any other person
who in their opinion will be affected by the order; that the notice
will specify the period within which any person on whom it is
served may require the Scottish Ministers to give him the
opportunity of appearing before and being heard by a person
appointed by the Scottish Ministers for that purpose; and that if
within that period such a person so requires, the Scottish
Ministers shall, before they confirm the order, give such an
opportunity to both that person and the Planning Authority.
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Statutory Development Plan Policies:

Shetland Islands Council Local Development Plan (2014)

GP2 – General Requirements for All Development
GP3 – All Development: Layout and Design

4.0 Report

4.1  Planning Permission 2011/114/PPF is for development described as:
“Extension and alteration to convert garage to bedroom: 45 St. Olaf
Street, Lerwick”, and was granted on 21 July 2011. A copy of the
Report of Handling for the application is attached to this report as
Appendix 1, whilst that of the planning consent is attached as Appendix
2.

4.2 On 23 July 2013, as part of a response to a complaint received about
the Planning Authority’s handling of planning application refs.
2011/114/PCD and 2013/070/PPF, it was acknowledged to the
complainant that there had been mistakes made in the handling and
assessment of the 2011 application insofar as no evidence could be
found to confirm that the complainant had been neighbour notified, and
also there had been no regard had to the introduction of a proposed
window into the south facing gable end of the existing dwelling at 45 St.
Olaf Street, Lerwick. The issue of overlooking and the protection of
privacy and amenity of the adjacent property, 43 St.Olaf Street, had
therefore not been identified as requiring assessment, meaning that the
need for these matters to be addressed was not acknowledged by the
Planning Authority at the time of, or in the grant of, the 2011
permission. Full regard had therefore not been had to the full provisions
of the development plan.

4.3 That said, the matter of the same window proposed for the south facing
gable end of existing dwelling at 45 St. Olaf Street was separately
considered with regard being had to the full provisions of the
development plan in the Planning Authority’s determination of a
subsequent planning application ref 2013/070/PPF.

4.4 Planning Permission 2013/070/PPF, which is for development
described as: “Extend dwellinghouse: 45 St Olaf Street, Lerwick,
Shetland, ZE1 0EN” was granted on 30 April 2013. A copy of the
Report of Handling for this application is attached to this report as
Appendix 3, whilst that of the planning consent is attached as Appendix
4.

4.5 It is evidenced by the Report of Handling for the 2013 application that
overlooking from the proposed south facing windows was the main
issue of concern regarding the development it concerned. It was
determined that the development proposed could be made to accord
with the provisions of the development plan through the imposition of a
condition that had the effect of not allowing work to begin until details of
an alternative window design or of opaque glass to be used in the
glazing of the proposed south facing windows had been submitted to
and approved in writing by the Planning Authority. This was to ensure
that the development did not proceed until plans demonstrating that
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potential overlooking of 43 St. Olaf Street will not occur, and give the
applicant the opportunity to look at alternative window detailing. The
related condition attached to Planning Permission 2013/070/PPF,
condition 3 states: “Notwithstanding the approved plans, the proposed
windows as shown on the south facing elevation of the proposed
extension and the proposed window to be installed in the gable end of
the existing dwelling are not approved. The development shall not
commence until alternative details for these windows have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority.
Thereafter the windows on the south facing elevation shall only be
installed in accordance with the approved details”.

4.6 In the July 2013 response to the complaint it was confirmed that advice
would be sought on the matter of the Planning Authority exercising
powers available under section 65 of the 1997 Planning Act relating to
the revocation or modification of Planning Permission 2011/114/PCD
as the appropriate means of remedy.

4.7 In September 2014 the applicant for the proposed developments
granted Planning Permission 2011/114/PCD and Planning Permission
2013/070/PPF made a submission of details pursuant to condition 3 of
the 2013 permission, but these concerned only the proposed south
facing window set in the sunroom extension. During the assessment of
the submission the opportunity was taken to check the status of the
other permissions that had been granted for the site, including the 2011
permission, as far as what was able to be evidenced from a look at the
property’s exterior was concerned. This was notwithstanding the fact
that on 4 September 2012 the applicant for the 2011 permission had
submitted a ‘Notice of Initiation of Development’ relating to it which
detailed the start for commencement of development as being 1
September 2012. Whilst based on what was seen of the outside of the
property at 45 St. Olaf Street it was initially considered that the
development authorised by the 2011 permission had not been
commenced, with the consequence being that the permission would
have expired on 20 July 2014, subsequently, and following the
provision of information by the applicant and inspection of the interior of
the property by the Planning Enforcement Officer, it was concluded that
development under the 2011 permission has in fact commenced.

4.8 During the assessment of the submission of details that had been
made pursuant to condition 3 of the 2013 permission as far as the
south facing window set in the sunroom extension to the upper floor of
the dwellinghouse was concerned, examination of the wording to the
condition found that it did not ensure that the privacy and amenity of the
adjacent property is protected in the future, beyond the date of the
initial installation of the windows. There was nothing to prevent the
replacement of the windows it concerned to changed specifications
upon the completion of the development the subject of that permission.
It was therefore identified that as well as the 2011 having been
confirmed as needing to be modified to remedy the mistakes made in
the handling and assessment of the 2011 application, so to now should
be the 2013 permission to require that the windows proposed remain to
accord with the details approved under its condition 3 for the lifetime of
the development.
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4.9 In September 2015 the applicant for the proposed developments
granted Planning Permission 2011/114/PCD and Planning Permission
2013/070/PPF made a submission of the remaining details pursuant to
condition 3 of the 2013 permission, the alternative details for the
proposed window to be installed in the south facing gable end of the
existing dwelling at 45 St Olaf Street. With the Planning Authority
having on 27 July 2015 confirmed that details and plans submitted in
relation to the alternative design for the south facing windows to the
proposed sunroom extension at 45 St. Olaf Street are acceptable, on
23 December 2015, in accordance with the Planning Scheme of
Delegations, these submitted and already accepted plans and details,
together with submitted plans and details relating to alternative details
for the proposed window to be installed in the south facing gable end,
were confirmed as being approved and the condition 3 of the 2013
permission fully discharged. A copy of the approval letter dated 23
December 2015, together with the plans and details approved is
attached to this report as Appendix 5.

4.10 In the handling of the submission for the window in the south facing
gable end of the existing dwelling at 45 St. Olaf Street it was
determined that overlooking of the window of the adjacent property at
43 St. Olaf Street from the proposed additional window to be installed
in the gable end of the existing dwelling would be addressed by the
installation of a top hung window having obscure glazing (using glass
called satin).

4.11 The approval of the alternative details for the proposed window in the
south gable end of the existing dwelling at 45 St. Olaf Street therefore
meant that a modification of the 2011 permission should appropriately
require the window if installed under its terms to be so in accordance
with the plans and details approved under condition 3 of the 2013
permission, and that the prescribed arrangement should then be
maintained for the lifetime of the development carried out (as already
identified as necessary in the case of the 2013 permission).

4.12 On 20 January 2016, with its being the case that no gable end window
in the south facing gable end of the existing dwelling at 45 St. Olaf
Street was visible as having been installed from the outside, and a
‘Notice of Initiation of Development’ dated 11 January 2016 having
been received from the applicant for the 2013 permission giving an
intended start date of 21 January 2016, in accordance with the
Planning Scheme of Delegations 1) the “Shetland Islands Council 45
St. Olaf Street, Lerwick (Modification of Planning Permission
2011/114/PCD) Order 2016” (2011/114/PCD Order), and 2) the
“Shetland islands Council 45 St. Olaf Street, Lerwick (Modification of
Planning Permission 2013/070/PPF) Order 2016” (2013/070/PPF
Order), were made. The 2011/114/PCD Order, which as made
authorised the modification of Planning Permission 2011/114/PCD, is
attached to this report as Appendix 6, whilst the 2013/070/PPF Order,
which as made authorised the modification of Planning Permission
2013/070/PPF is attached as Appendix 7.

4.13 The 2011/114/PCD Order requires the proposed window in the south
gable end of the existing dwelling at 45 St. Olaf Street to be installed in
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accordance with the details approved under condition 3 of the 2013
permission, and for the said window to thereafter remain to accord with
the approved details for the lifetime of the development approved by
the 2011 permission.

4.14 The 2013/070/PPF Order requires the proposed windows on the south
facing elevation of the proposed extension to 45 St. Olaf Street, and the
proposed window in the south gable end of the existing dwelling at the
same address, installed in accordance with the details approved under
condition 3 of the 2013 permission, to thereafter remain to accord with
the approved details for the lifetime of the development approved by
the 2013 permission.

4.15 The stated reason for making both modification orders of 22 January
2016 was:

The modification to this planning permission is necessary to enable
development to be carried out in a manner that ensures that
overlooking does not occur and to protect the privacy and amenity of
the adjacent property in compliance with Shetland Local Development
Plan (2014) policies GP2 and GP3.

4.16 Policy GP2 of the Shetland Local Development Plan (2014) (SLDP)
which concerns itself with the general requirements for all
developments requires that, amongst other matters, development
should not have a significant adverse effect on existing uses, nor
should it compromise acceptable health and safety standards or levels.
Policy GP3 of the SLDP which relates to layout and design of all
development states that all new development should be sited and
designed to respect the character and local distinctiveness of the site
and its surroundings. The policy goes on to state that proposed
development should make a positive contribution to: maintaining
identity and character; ensuring a safe and pleasant space; ensuring
ease of movement and access for all; a sense of welcome; long term
adaptability; and good use of resources.

4.17 Both of these policies sit comfortably with Scottish Planning Policy,
which as a statement of Ministers’ priorities is a material consideration,
introduces a presumption in favour of development that contributes to
sustainable development, and advocates that decisions should be
guided by a number of principles, which include: the supporting of good
design and the six qualities of successful places; the making efficient
use of existing capacities of land, buildings and infrastructure including
supporting town centre and regeneration priorities; and avoiding over-
development, protecting the amenity of new and existing development
and considering the implications of development for water, air and soil
quality.

4.18 In the reporting and determination of planning application ref.
2013/070/PPF it was found that “The overall scale and proportions of
the proposed extension are acceptable and given that the location of
the development is to the rear of the house in an area that is not
visually obtrusive, in the overall context of the visual amenity of the built
environment the proposed extension will not have a significant impact
on the character or appearance of the Conservation Area.”
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4.19 In accordance with the procedures that are set down in the 1997
Planning Act, notice of the making of the orders was given to all parties
who were owners, lessees and occupiers of the land affected by the
making of the modification orders, along with those persons it was
considered will be affected by the modification orders. The process of
giving notice of the making of both modification orders included notices
in the Shetland Times on 22 January 2016.

4.20 As indicated  earlier in the Summary section of this report ,one ‘notice
of opposition’ dated 9 February 2016 i.e. an objection, was received
from a party on whom notice was served at the next door property, 43
St. Olaf Street, to both modification orders made on 20 January 2016.
This is attached to this report as Appendix 8.

4.21 In response to a request a meeting was held with the objector and
Councillor Wills on 17 March 2016 at the objector’s property, at which:
the opportunity was taken to explain the detail of the modification
orders in relation to both window sets i.e. the sunroom extension and
the gable end; and the possibility of resolving the matter without the
need for reporting and referral to the Scottish Ministers investigated. At
this meeting the approved alternative details for the window on the
south elevation of the sunroom rear extension to 45 St.Olaf Street
under the 2013 permission, which are that the window in each section
is fixed (non opening), with the glass of the right hand section (as
viewed from the outside) having obscure glass called “satin”, first came
to the notice of the objector and Councillor Wills. The objector had
raised a point in their letter of opposition to the modification orders
relating to the detail of this window (see paragraph 5.2.1 below) without
it appeared knowing of the detail of the approval given under condition
3 of the 2013 permission. There was also at this meeting the
inconsistency identified within the details shown on the drawing
approved under condition 3 of the 2013 permission in respect of the
gable end window. This is between the annotation to the “Detail
through window Scale 1:20” which states “New double glazed
hardwood top hung fully reversible window”, and the notation shown for
the same window on the “Side Elevation as proposed Scale 1:100”.
Subsequent to the meeting the inconsistency was queried firstly with
the applicant for the development approved, who considered it was
something arising from Building Standards requirements for window
cleaning, and then with the Building Standards Manager, who
confirmed that there is no need for the window concerned to be fully
reversible so that it can be safely cleaned. On learning of this the
applicant confirmed that he is content that there is no requirement for
the window to be reversible under Building Standards and that the
gable end window as a consequence will not be fully reversible.

4.22 On 29 March 2016 a visit to 45 St. Olaf Street was made by the
Planning Enforcement Officer at the invitation applicant, who had said
that he had started the internal works. Photographs taken showed that
drill holes had been made through the external wall from the bedroom,
which was a difference from when officers viewed the gable end from
the objector’s property on 17 March 2016 when meeting the objector
and Councillor Wills. Nevertheless the applicant was asked to confirm
the nature of works that had taken place in the bedroom as a start to
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the window under the 2013 permission as distinct from those which
could be regarded as having taken place under the 2011 permission.
This was in the context of: a Building Warrant for the proposed window
slapping in the south facing gable end of the existing dwelling to form a
new window having been granted on 21 May 2015; notice of a start on
18 September 2015 to works that are warrantable having been given by
the applicant to Building Standards on  10 September 2015; and also
that the applicant for the 2013 permission had submitted a ‘Notice of
Initiation of Development’ relating to it which detailed the start for
commencement of development as being 21 January 2016. On 24 April
2016 the objector sent information to the Planning Authority that
external drilling commenced on 22 April 2016, and on 25 April 2016 the
applicant provided information relating to the work to start the window,
and in doing so advised this applied to the 2013 permission. There is
therefore now evidence that development authorised by Planning
Permission 2013/070/PPF commenced within the required 3 year
timescale set down in the 1997 Planning Act.

4.23 In the context of the development of the sunroom extension granted,
the new gable end window is required for natural light, ventilation, and
means of escape, since the sunroom extension also at upper floor level
entails the blocking of the existing west facing window of the same
room.

4.24 The merits and requirement for the proposed gable end window under
the 2013 permission are recognised, and the modification orders made
on 20 January 2016 are aimed at ensuring that the issue of overlooking
and protecting the privacy and amenity of the adjacent property, 43 St.
Olaf Street is dealt with, acknowledging though at the same time that
mistakes were made in the handling and assessment of the 2011
application with no regard having then been had to the introduction of a
proposed window into the south facing gable end of the existing
dwelling at 45 St. Olaf Street at that time.

4.25 However, because there is the inconsistency that has been identified
with the drawing that has been approved under condition 3 of the 2013
permission in respect of the gable end window to the existing dwelling
at 45 St Olaf Street, which is referred to in the modification orders
made, and notwithstanding the acceptance by the applicant and now
developer at 45 St. Olaf Street of the position, taking into account the
need for the requirements of permissions to be clear and without
dubiety, and taking into account the policies of the development plan
and all material considerations, including the points made by the
objector in and subsequent to their letter of opposition, it is
recommended that new modification orders are made that, in respect of
the gable end window to the existing dwelling at 45 St Olaf Street,
provide for: the removal from the drawing that has been approved
under condition 3 of the 2013 permission of approval of the annotation
that states it is top hung fully reversible; installation to be carried out so
that it is not possible for the window to be opened greater than 30
degrees from the vertical; and that following installation that the window
remains to accord with the modified approved details i.e. has obscure
glass called “satin”, is not fully reversible and is not able to be opened
greater than an angle of 30 degrees from the vertical, for the lifetime of
the development. The differences between the 2 no. new modification
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orders that are recommended to be made and those dated 20 January
2016 can therefore be said to be:

1) that the condition 7 in the 2013/070/PPF Order is changed within the
context of a new modification order to:

“Notwithstanding the approved details for the proposed windows on the
south facing elevation of the proposed extension and the proposed
window in the gable end of the existing dwelling approved under
condition 3 of this permission, the annotation to the “Detail through
window Scale 1:20” which states “New double glazed hardwood top
hung fully reversible window” on 2013/070/PPF – SIC012 is not
approved. The window in the gable end of the existing dwelling shall be
installed in such a way that it is not possible for it to be opened greater
than an angle of 30 degrees from the vertical. The windows once
installed shall thereafter remain to accord with the approved details,
with the gable end window not fully reversible and not able to be
opened greater than an angle of 30 degrees from the vertical, for the
lifetime of the development.

Reason: In order to ensure that overlooking does not occur and to
protect the privacy and amenity of the adjacent property in compliance
with Shetland Local Development Plan (2014) policies GP2 and GP3.”

and

2) that the condition 6 in the 2011/114/PCD Order is changed within the
context of a new modification order to:

“Notwithstanding the approved plans, the installation of a window into
the window slapping proposed through the gable end of the existing
dwelling is not approved, and shall only take place in accordance with
the details shown on the plans and details referenced: 2013/070/PPF –
SIC11, letter from Michael Stewart to Planning Authority dated 10/10/15
(sic) received 10 September 2015; and 2013/070/PPF – SIC012
received by Planning Authority on 10 September 2015, as approved by
the Planning Authority on 23 December 2015 in discharge of condition
3 of Planning Permission 2013/070/PPF which was granted by the
Shetland Islands Council on 30 April 2013, except for the annotation to
the “Detail through window Scale 1:20” which states “New double
glazed hardwood top hung fully reversible window” on 2013/070/PPF –
SIC012 which is not approved, and that the window shall be installed in
such a way that it is not possible for it to be opened greater than an
angle of 30 degrees from the vertical. The window installed into the
window slapping proposed through the gable end of the existing
dwelling, installed in accordance with the details set down in this
condition, shall thereafter remain to accord with the said details for the
lifetime of the development.

Reason: In order to ensure that overlooking does not occur and to
protect the privacy and amenity of the adjacent property in compliance
with Shetland Local Development Plan (2014) policies GP2 and GP3.”

4.26 If the recommendation is accepted by the Planning Committee, and the
two new modification orders are made, in accordance with the
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procedures that are set down in the 1997 Planning Act the orders
require to be submitted to the Scottish Ministers for confirmation and
notice of the making of the orders will again need to be given to all
parties who are owners, lessees and occupiers of the land affected by
the making of the modification orders. It is also recommended that the
giving of notice should again include the placing of notices in the
Shetland Times. Any person(s) objecting along with the Planning
Authority will be heard by a person the Scottish Ministers appoint,
before the Scottish Ministers then decide whether to confirm the order
without modification or make such modifications as they consider
expedient.

4.27 It is anticipated that the existing objector will persist in her objection
and seek revocation of the planning permissions.

4.28 As detailed earlier in this report, the measures that are proposed to be
imposed on the developer of 45 St. Olaf Street under the new
modification orders being recommended to the Planning Committee
are proposed so as to enable development to be carried out in a
manner that ensures that overlooking does not occur and to protect the
privacy and amenity of the adjacent property in compliance with
Shetland Local Development Plan (2014) policies GP2 and GP3.
Historically the Council has sought with new development to safeguard
amenity by using window to window distance standards, with what are
considered to be acceptable distances (18 metres in urban areas and
25 metres in rural areas) able to be reduced depending on the angle of
view between habitable rooms in neighbouring dwellings or the design
of the windows being such as to allow privacy to be maintained. These
distances are not prescribed in the current Shetland Local
Development Plan 2014, but were so in Appendix F of the Shetland
Local Plan 2004 which formed part of the development plan in force
when both the 2011 and 2013 applications were determined, It was
identified in the same appendix that the distance of 18 metres may not
be possible in densely built areas “such as The Lanes in Lerwick or
‘courtyard-type’ schemes”, and that in some cases it may be
appropriate to attach to a planning consent a condition withdrawing
permitted development rights to insert new window openings. It has to
be borne in mind that were it not for the fact that the property at 45 St
Olaf Street is within the Lerwick Conservation Area, the introduction of
the new window into the gable end of the existing dwelling would, as an
improvement, addition or alteration to the external appearance of the
existing dwellinghouse be considered to be permitted development if
the householder’s enjoyment of the permitted development rights had
not been otherwise removed under the related condition of the 1992
General Permitted Development Order (as amended). Therefore if the
requirements under the recommended new modification orders that
deal with the design of the window are not regarded by the Planning
Committee as ones that ensure that overlooking does not occur and
that the privacy and amenity of the adjacent property is protected, in
compliance with Shetland Local Development Plan (2014) policies GP2
and GP3, this will set a precedent to which regard will need to be had
in the Planning Authority’s handling of planning applications in future. It
will also be a stance that would not necessary sit with other
householders’ abilities to carry out development in exercise of
permitted development rights that could result in windows of habitable
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rooms in neighbouring dwellinghouses being at an equivalent distance
and angle of view to the case in point, without requirements relating to
their design to stop overlooking and protect amenity, in built up areas
elsewhere.

4.29 If the Committee were minded to revoke the permissions as sought by
the objector, it is likely that the resulting revocation order would be
objected to by the developer, in which case the order would also result
in a hearing led by a person appointed by the Scottish Ministers.
Revocation of a permission would give rise to a possible claim for
compensation by the developer.

5.0  Implications (of Decision)

Strategic

5.1 Delivery on Corporate Priorities – A decision made on the modification
orders that results in the developments authorised by Planning
Permission 2011/114/PCD (as modified) and Planning Permission
2013/070/PPF (as modified) according with the development plan
would contribute directly to the Single Outcome agreement through the
outcome that we live in well designed, sustainable places.

5.2 Community/Stakeholder Issues – Notice of the making of both the
2011/114/PCD Order and the 2013/070/PPF Order was served on the
owner, lessee and occupier of the land affected by each order, and also
on those persons who, in the opinion of the Appointed Person acting in
accordance with the Planning Scheme of Delegations it was considered
would be affected by the order. Notice took the form of letters, and the
making of the orders was also advertised in the Shetland Times on 22
January 2016.

5.2.1 One notice of opposition (objection) was received from Mrs
Conroy of 43 St. Olaf Street on 10 February 2016 in response
to the notice given. The grounds for objection put forward are:

The proposed extension and gable end window are less than 6
metres from my window.

The gable end window is directly overlooking my main kitchen
window and being top hung and fully reversible this would
indeed invade my privacy. I appreciate it may be satin and
opaque but this does not prevent it lying fully open.

I must record my disappointment at not having received
notification of the 2011/114/PCD planning application and only
discovering this referral to the gable end window in the
2013/070/PPF application.

The extension would undoubtedly greatly reduce daylight and
amenity in my working area. There is also the question of the
solar receptor room ( sun room ) being habitable or non
habitable and whether the window would be as per gable end
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specifications. The window would face diagonally into my
kitchen window and overlook my entire garden.

Usage of the proposed materials are not in keeping with this a
Conservation area.

Subsequent to this, and having considered the matter following
the meeting held with officers and Councillor Wills on 17 March
2016, the objector on 29 March 2016 wrote to confirm that it
was their wish to apply for revocation of the 2013 permission.

On 24 April 2016 the objector, at the same time as sending
information that external drilling commenced on 22 April 2016,
and asking for confirmation if the proposed windows for the
sunroom and gable end had been given final approval, asked
for confirmation of the proposed angle and opening span of the
gable end window and if the sunroom window is still to be non
opening and angled.

5.3 Policy and/or Delegated Authority –The power to make orders
modifying or revoking planning permission where such orders are
opposed is delegated to the Planning Committee under the Planning
Scheme of Delegations.

5.4 Risk Management – If Members are minded that the rights to install the
proposed window in the south gable end of the existing dwelling at 45
St. Olaf Street should instead be removed from both the 2011
permission and the 2013 permission, the need to make new orders will
exist. It is imperative that clear planning reasons for proposing this are
provided to give clarity in the case of a subsequent planning hearing
convened by the Scottish Ministers or judicial review against the
Planning Committee’s decision. In the case of the 2011 permission the
removal of this right could be achieved through a modification order,
but it is likely that since the applicant has begun the installation of the
window concerned he will likely raise his own letter of opposition to a
modification order that has this effect. In the case of the 2013
permission, the removal of the right to introduce the south gable end
window will likely mean that the sunroom extension cannot otherwise
be built and still accord with the provisions of the development plan,
since the window is seen as being required not just for natural light and
ventilation, but also as a means of escape. Revocation of the 2013
permission would therefore be appropriate, meaning that ultimately the
Council would have liability to pay compensation to the developer of 45
St. Olaf Street as a result.

6.0 Conclusions

6.1 Taking into account the objection received to the modification orders
made on 20 January 2016, the presumption in favour of development
that contributes to sustainable development, the provisions of the
development plan and material considerations, and specifically to deal
with the inconsistency that has been identified with the drawing that has
been approved under condition 3 of the 2013 permission in respect of
the gable end window to the existing dwelling at 45 St Olaf Street, it is
recommended that new modification orders, as are attached as
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Appendices 9 and 10, being ones that deal with the matters that are
detailed in paragraph 4.25, are made.

For further information please contact:
John Holden, Team Leader – Development Management
Tel:  01595 743898 Email: john.holden@shetland.gov.uk
Date Cleared: 25 October 2016
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